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Thank you for purchasing the 0xd FX 072 dedicated buffer. Please read these instructions before 
you use your new pedal for the first time.

The 072 is a dedicated buffer pedal, based around a low noise TL072 op-amp. Op-amps make 
great buffers, as they are very quiet and have low output impedances. Buffers can be essential 
when you have a pedal board full of true bypass pedals, long cable runs, or a combination of 
both. When you have either of these conditions you start to notice the quality of your signal 
degrading, especially the high end which tends to be affected the most. This can be particularly 
noticeable on stage when you can have cable runs easily within the double figures!

The 072 will generally work best at the beginning of your signal chain, right after your guitar. 
However some pedals, particularly old fuzzes and wahs, don’t take too well to having a buffer in 
front of them, in which case the 072 is better off after the troublesome pedal.

Please use only a 9v dc negative center power supply with this pedal.

The 072 buffer is guaranteed for a year from the date on the invoice, which is transferable 
between users as long as you have the original invoice. If you have any problem please contact 
me to arrange a repair.

0xd FX is a one man operation and all pedals are built by hand, at home. I greatly appreciate your 
custom as it helps me develop new products.

Ben Pollard, 0xd FX

9v dc - This is where you should plug in your 9v dc 
negative center power supply. This is the standard ‘Boss’ 
type

LED - This displays that the 072 is receiving power.

Output – This goes either to the amp or another pedal

Input – Plug in from the output of the preceding pedal in 
the signal chain, or directly from your guitar here


